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ABSTRACT
We report discovery of the lowest mass ratio exoplanet to be found by the microlensing method
in the light curve of the event OGLE 2016–BLG–1195. This planet revealed itself as a small
deviation from a microlensing single lens profile from an examination of the survey data. The
duration of the planetary signal is ∼2.5 h. The measured ratio of the planet mass to its host
star is q = 4.2 ± 0.7 × 10−5. We further estimate that the lens system is likely to comprise a
cold ∼3 Earth mass planet in an ∼2 au wide orbit around a 0.2 Solar mass star at an overall
distance of 7.1 kpc.
Key words: gravitational lensing: micro – planets and satellites: detection – stars: individual:
OGLE 2016–BLG–1195.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
In the technique of gravitational microlensing, planetary systems
are utilized as naturally occurring lenses of light from background
source stars (Mao & Paczynski 1991; Gould & Loeb 1992; Bolatto
& Falco 1994). In this technique, one observes the magnification of
the source star as the lens star moves across the line of sight from
Earth. If the lens star has planets, then additional lensing can occur
 E-mail: I.A.Bond@massey.ac.nz
producing perturbations in the profile one would otherwise expect
for a single lens. Interestingly, the planetary signal strength is not
necessarily weaker for low-mass planets, making the technique of
microlensing capable of detecting planets down to Earth mass for
ground-based projects (Bennett & Rhie 1996) and Mars mass for
space-based projects (Bennett et al. 2009).
Of the approximately 3500 extrasolar planets so far discovered,
most have been detected by the radial velocity technique (Butler
et al. 2006) or transit technique (Mullally et al. 2015). The radial
velocity and transit techniques are most sensitive to warm planets
with close-in orbits around the host stars. In contrast, gravitational
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microlensing is most sensitive to cold planets in wider orbits. In
planetary formation, an important delimiter in the protoplanetary
disc is the ‘snowline’, beyond which water remains as ice during
the planetary formation process (Lissauer 1993; Ida & Lin 2004).
It is important to understand the process of planetary formation
beyond the snowline, and microlensing is well suited to probe this
important region of parameter space.
To date, there have been 51 published discoveries of extrasolar
planets by microlensing. Most of these have estimated masses above
the 12–15 Earth mass threshold that separates the low-mass rocky
planets from the gas giants. Statistical measures have been derived
from microlensing data for giant planets (Gould et al. 2010; Sumi
et al. 2011; Cassan et al. 2012; Shvartzvald et al. 2016) with a
recent study showing a break in the power-law distribution of the
planet:host star mass ratio at around 10−4 (Suzuki et al. 2016). It is
important to probe the distribution of planets with mass ratios below
this value. Here, we report a microlensing discovery of a planet with
the lowest ratio of its mass to its host star amongst microlensing
planets.
2 O BSERVATIONS
The microlensing event OGLE 2016–BLG–1195 (hereafter
ob161195) was discovered by the OGLE-IV survey and was alerted
by the Early Warning System (Udalski 2003) on 2016 June 27.57
(UT). The equatorial coordinates of the event are: α = 17:55:23.50
δ = −30:12:26.1 (J2000.0). OGLE-IV monitoring of the event
was conducted with the 1.3-m Warsaw telescope located at the
Las Campanas Observatory, Chile. The telescope was equipped
with the 32 CCD mosaic camera covering 1.4 deg2 with the res-
olution of 0.26 arcsec pixel−1 (Udalski, Szyman´ski & Szyman´ski
2015). Observations were obtained through the standard I-band fil-
ter. ob161195 was located in one of the frequently observed fields
with the standard cadence once per hour. Unfortunately, it occurred
during the microlensing Kepler K2C9 campaign (Henderson et al.
2016) and was located outside the superstamp monitored continu-
ously by the satellite. Thus, the OGLE cadence of this field for the
time of the K2C9 campaign was reduced to three per night.
ob161195 was alerted by the MOA collaboration as MOA 2016–
BLG–350 on 2016 July 28 10:55 UT approximately 20 h after the
OGLE alert. Since 2006, the MOA microlensing survey has em-
ployed a 1.8 m telescope and 80 megapixel camera (Sako et al.
2008) at the University of Canterbury Mt John Observatory near
Lake Tekapo, New Zealand. During a single exposure, the MOA
camera captures a field of view of 2.4 deg2, with 23 separate target
fields on the sky for microlensing survey observations. MOA em-
ploys a high-cadence observational strategy that aims to routinely
cycle through these target fields as many times per night as possi-
ble, with some fields being observed more often than others. MOA
routinely surveys the Galactic Bulge with a custom broad-band red
filter, hereafter denoted RMOA, which corresponds approximately to
the sum of the standard I and R passbands. Occasional observations
(once per night) are made in the visual band filter, hereafter VMOA,
which approximates the standard V passband. The RMOA observa-
tions are reduced in real-time as part of the analysis pipeline that is
designed for detecting microlensing events and other astrophysical
transients (Bond et al. 2001). The VMOA observations are reduced
offline as it is not necessary to do this in real-time in our detection
of transient events.
Event ob161195 occurred in one of the MOA fields that is sam-
pled every 16 min. The light curve was well sampled for several
days around the peak of the event with the only interruptions due
to daylight. On the second night after the MOA alert, visual inspec-
tion of observations revealed a possible microlensing anomaly in
progress. The light-curve profile featured a small perturbation that
resembles what one would expect from a low mass planet in the lens
system (Bennett & Rhie 1996). The MOA observational cadence
of the corresponding field was increased once this anomaly was
noticed. An alert was issued to the microlensing community just
after the peak of the perturbation but this feature was over within an
hour of this alert. As a result, no effective follow-up observations
could be carried out. Preliminary models were circulated that indeed
showed the perturbation was likely caused by a planet orbiting the
lens star. Because the ob161195 planetary anomaly was very short
and occurred during Chilean day time, it was therefore not possible
to confirm the planetary perturbation in the OGLE data.
This event is in the observational footprint of the new Korean
Microlensing Telescope Network that operates three microlensing
survey telescopes in Australia, South Africa and Chile (Kim et al.
2016). Their coverage was were not influenced by the MOA and
OGLE alerts. However, their data confirm the existence of this per-
turbation and, in the interests of a completely independent analysis,
their observations are presented separately (Shvartzvald et al. 2017).
In this work, we present the analysis of the MOA and OGLE data
from the point of view of the discovery observations.
3 DATA A NA LY SIS
3.1 Difference imaging photometry
In order to obtain optimized photometry, we carried out an offline
re-reduction of RMOA and VMOA images obtained by extracting sub-
images centred on the event from the larger observation images. For
this offline analysis, we selected observations from mid 2011 to the
end of 2016. Difference imaging was used to derive the photometry,
with each of the MOA passbands treated separately with their own
reference images. For offline analysis, we use our own implemen-
tation that incorporates a numerical kernel as described by Bramich
(2008) with our own modification to allow for a spatial variation of
the kernel across the field of view in a similar manner to that given
by Alard (2000).
Microlensing events are observed in crowded fields and their
centroids on the images are often blended with neighbouring stars.
It is important that these centroids are measured carefully because
the nearest resolved star on the image will not necessarily be the
source star for the microlensing event. The MOA difference images
are measured using a reference image analytical PSF model of the
form used in the DOPHOT photometry code of Schechter, Mateo &
Saha (1993). This PSF is then used to measure a given difference
image after convolving with the kernel for that observation image.
The model PSF is optimized by finding the centroid and shape
parameters that give the best photometry on a set of difference
images where the flux of the source star is significantly magnified.
The baseline photometry, in RMOA and VMOA separately, was
examined during the off-event years (i.e. 2011–2015) for any cor-
relations that may be present due to variations in the seeing and
the effects of differential refraction (parametrized by the hour an-
gle). We find some small effects present and so we ‘detrend’ the
data by modelling the baseline as a function of seeing and the hour
angle. We see an improvement in the standard χ2 goodness of fit
of χ2 ≈ 698 in RMOA and χ2 ≈ 23 for VMOA in the baseline.
These respective RMOA and VMOA models were used as corrections
to photometry that were subtracted off all the data including those
where the source is magnified. Furthermore, all observations with
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FWHM worse that 4.5 pixels were rejected. This resulted in 13969
RMOA band and 253 VMOA band measurements that are used in this
study. The OGLE data completed our photometry set with 5365
measurements.
Difference imaging photometry measures flux differences for the
observation images with respect to the reference image. It is desir-
able to place these measurements on to an instrumental magnitude
scale. The DOPHOT photometry software (Schechter et al. 1993) was
run on the difference imaging reference images for each of the RMOA
and RMOA passbands. The resulting list of extracted stellar objects
were cross referenced with each other to produce a single catalogue
of field stars where instrumental magnitudes in both RMOA and VMOA
could be obtained. We add to this catalogue an object corresponding
to the optimized centroid location (from above) of the source star
for the microlensing event. The fluxes of these catalogue stars were
then measured on a selection of unsubtracted RMOA and VMOA ob-
servation images using the same procedure that is used to measure
the difference images, but using the PSF parameters derived from
running DOPHOT. Linear regression was used to register these fluxes
to those as measured by DOPHOT. Using regression again and the
event photometry from the unsubtracted images as a template, the
flux differences resulting from the difference imaging analysis can
then be transformed on to the same flux scale as those in the DOPHOT
RMOA and VMOA catalogue.
The MOA instrumental magnitudes were calibrated by cross ref-
erencing stars in our DOPHOT catalogue to stars in the OGLE-III cat-
alogue that provides measurements in the standard Kron-Cousins
I and Johnson V passbands (Szyman´ski et al. 2011). From this,
we derived the following relation between the MOA instrumental
magnitudes and colours and the standard magnitudes and colours.
IOGLE−III − RMOA = [28.126 ± 0.003] − [0.218 ± 0.002]CMOA
(V − I )|OGLE−III = [0.505 ± 0.004] + [1.105 ± 0.003]CMOA
where CMOA = VMOA − RMOA. With these relations, together with
our catalogue of DOPHOT measured stars, we identified the well-
known ‘red clump giants’ on the IOGLE-III versus(V − I)|OGLE-III
colour–magnitude diagrams. Using only stars within 2 arcmin of
the event position, we measured the centroid of the clump to be
Iclump = 16.212 ± 0.018
(V − I )|clump = 2.468 ± 0.007
Adopting the intrinsic red clump colour of (V − I)|RCG,0 = 1.06
(Bensby et al. 2011) and intrinsic magnitude IRCG,0 = 14.45 (Nataf
et al. 2013), we derive the following for the extinction and reddening
towards the direction of the event:
AI = 1.762 ± 0.018
E(V − I ) = 1.408 ± 0.007
We will use these values in our subsequent modelling and analysis
of the source star properties.
3.2 Modelling the event
We modelled the light-curve photometry for this event using the
image-centred ray-shooting method (Bennett & Rhie 1996; Bennett
2010) to calculate finite source effects. This method has been tested
extensively for mass ratios down to 10−7 (Bennett & Rhie 2002).
The calculation of finite source effects requires an appropriate
limb darkening model for the source star. A model-independent
measurement of the source star colour can obtained by plotting near
simultaneous RMOA and VMOA measurements against each other as
Figure 1. Near simultaneous instrumental MOA RMOA and VMOA photom-
etry measurements in linear flux units. In the data points plotted here, the
difference between the RMOA and VMOA measurements is typically around
20 min. The slope gives the instrumental source star flux ratio that in turn
gives the instrumental colour from which the calibrated V–I colour can be
derived. The circled data points are outliers that were iteratively removed
from the fitting procedure.
shown in Fig. 1. The slope of the plot gives the ratio of source star
fluxes in the respective passbands, or equivalently, the magnitude
difference. We derive a model-independent instrumental colour in-
dex as VMOA − RMOA = 1.476 ± 0.029. Using our instrumental
magnitude calibrations and reddening measurements from the pre-
vious section, we obtain a dereddened colour index of V − I = 0.728
± 0.033 for the source star. This corresponds to an effective tempera-
ture Teff ∼ 6000 K (Bessell, Castelli & Plez 1998). In our modelling,
we use a linear limb darkening law with parameters appropriate to
this value of Teff and metallicity log g = 4.5.
Our magnification profile for a binary lensing model is described
by the following parameters: the time of closest approach to the
barycentre t0; the Einstein radius crossing time tE; the impact pa-
rameter, u0, in units of the Einstein ring radius of the source star
trajectory with respect the binary lens barycentre; the ratio q of the
secondary lens component to the primary; the source radius crossing
time t∗; the separation, s, of the binary lens components projected
on to the a plane at the lens system perpendicular to the Earth-source
line of sight; and the angle, φ, the source star trajectory makes with
the planet-star separation.
In our modelling, we sought an optimal set of these parameters
that can jointly model our observations in the MOA RMOA and VMOA
data and the OGLE data. The observational data are fully described
by the seven parameters that describe the magnification profile to-
gether with two flux scaling parameters for each of the passbands.
Our goodness of fit is assessed using the standard χ2 measure com-
bined from the three passbands we use here. We employed the
standard technique of searching the phase space of seven parame-
ters that describe the magnification profile using the Markov Chain
Monte Carlo method to find those parameters that minimize the
value of χ2. The measured binary lens model parameters so derived
are listed in Table 1. The uncertainties in the parameters correspond
to their respective range of values that satisfy the standard criterion
of χ2 < χ2min + 1.
We find two possible solutions: a ‘close’ model and a ‘wide’
model where the projected separation on to the lens plane is either
inside or outside the Einstein radius. The light curve together with
the best-fitting wide model is plotted in Fig. 2. The wide model
is only slightly favoured at an insignificant level of χ2 ≈ 1.
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Table 1. Best-fitting binary microlensing model parameters.
Parameter Wide model Close model
tE /d 10.16 ± 0.25 10.21 ± 0.26
t0 / HJD−2450000 7568.7719 ± 0.0020 7568.7713 ± 0.0020
u0 0.0514 ± 0.0014 0.0512 ± 0.0015
q /10−5 4.25 ± 0.67 4.20 ± 0.65
t∗ / d 0.0336 ± 0.0023 0.033 79 ± 0.0021
s 1.0698 ± 0.0078 0.995 70 ± 0.0073
φ 55.◦31 ± 0.26 55.◦26 ± 0.26
χ2min (19 587 data points) 19 580.4 19 581.4
Figure 2. Light curve showing photometry and modelling of ob161195.
The photometry are normalized to the magnification values according to
the best-fitting planetary microlensing model shown by the green curve.
The data points shown are MOA RMOA (red), MOA VMOA (blue) and OGLE
(black). The main figure plots the data over a 12 d period where the planetary
deviation can be seen in relation to the data on other nights. The inset shows
a close up of the deviation. The arrows mark the times of the MOA and
OGLE alert notifications.
Formally, we are unable to distinguish between the two models.
As expected, we find the observed light curve is best reproduced
with a binary lens model of extreme mass ratio corresponding to a
planetary mass for the secondary. The very small measured mass
ratio below 10−4, for the close and wide models, is striking here.
The planetary perturbation is covered only by the MOA RMOA data
and is the dominant contributor to measurement of the planetary
microlensing parameters. The addition of the OGLE data allows for
a tighter constraint on our measurement of tE.
Magnification maps are a useful tool for visualizing the possi-
ble magnification profiles for a given source star trajectory in a
microlensing event (Wambsganss 1997). In Fig. 3, we show these
maps for the close and wide solutions. The high sensitivity in this
event to such a low-mass ratio planetary system is because the planet
is very close to the Einstein ring in both the close and wide cases.
This results in a region of enhanced magnification on the map that
extends a long way along the line separating the planet and the lens
star. The planetary perturbation occurs when the source star crosses
this line. For this lens system geometry, a wide range of possible
values of u0 would have resulted in a planetary perturbation if one
Figure 3. Magnification maps for the wide (upper panel) and close (lower
panel) binary microlensing models. The green line shows the source star
track across the maps. The magnification at a given position on the map is
the integration over the source star size (smaller than the pixel scale here).
had been observing at that time. We note that the central time and
width of the deviation is consistent with that in a relation given by
Abe et al. (2013) who study this effect for events with high peak
magnifications where u0 < 0.02.
Due to the short time-scale of the event, we could not measure
the microlensing parallax effect.
It is a possible that a short-term planetary perturbation could be
mimicked by a binary source of extreme flux ratio where the fainter
companion gets highly magnified (Gaudi 1998). We attempted to
model our observations with a static binary source single lens model.
We parametrize this model with the Einstein crossing time, tE of
the binary source together with the time of closest approach, t0 and
impact parameter, u0 of the primary component. We then introduce
five additional parameters for the secondary companion of the pri-
mary. These are its dimensionless separation, d, from the primary,
its position angle, ψ , with respect to the trajectory of the primary,
and its flux ratio, α, to the primary, the ratio ρ of the angular size
of the companion to that of the Einstein ring and the coefficient, λ,
of a linear limb darkening law. We consider finite source effects for
the secondary because, if the binary source model is to account for
the perturbation we observe, the secondary is expected to be highly
magnified and pass close to the lens.
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Table 2. Best-fitting parameters for the binary source model.
Parameter value
tE /d 10.55 ± 0.11
t0 / HJD−2450000 7568.761 55 ± 0.000 80
u0 − 0.049 45 ± 0.000 60
d 0.0609 ± 0.0011
ψ 125.◦170 ± 0.015
α 0.001 99 ± 0.000 10
ρ 0.002 04 ± 0.000 10
λ 0.3781 ± 0.0017
χ2min (19 587 data points) 19 699.7
Figure 4. Close-up of the observed perturbation comparing the best-fitting
binary source model (magenta) with the best-fitting wide planetary model
(green). As before the data points are RMOA (red), VMOA (blue) and OGLE
(black).
The best-fitting parameter values are listed in Table 2. The nega-
tive value of u0 together with the values for d, ψ , and ρ mean that
the secondary lags behind the primary and passes over the lens over
the course of the event. With a flux ratio of ∼0.002, the secondary is
significantly fainter than the primary but is more highly magnified
as expected. In Fig. 4, we show a close-up view of the observed per-
turbation together with the best-fitting binary source model and the
wide planetary microlensing model. Overall, the planetary model
does a better job at reproducing the features of this perturbation. In
particular, the binary source model does not fit the beginning and
end of the perturbation as well as the planetary model. The differ-
ence in the goodness of fit between the two models is χ2 ≈ 120.
We can compare this to the similar case of OGLE 2005–BLG–390
where a binary source model was excluded in favour of a planetary
model at χ2 ≈ 46 (Beaulieu et al. 2006).
The parameters of planetary and binary source models considered
here are not nested parameters. Strictly speaking, the difference in
χ2 is not an appropriate measure to compare the two. Following
the approach of Sumi et al. (2016), we compare the models using
Akaike’s Information Criterion AIC = χ2 + nparam and the Bayesian
Information Criterion BIC = χ2 + nparamln (Ndata). These are stan-
dard criteria used to select a preferred model and they penalize for
the number of parameters used. In our data, the planetary model
gives the smaller value for both of these criteria. We find for the dif-
ference between the models: AIC ≈ 121 and BIC ≈ 129. Here,
we conclude that the binary source model is excluded in favour of
the planetary models for ob161195.
Figure 5. Magnitudes and colours measured for resolved stars within
2 arcmin of the event ob161195. The measurements plotted in blue are
instrumental magnitudes extracted from the MOA RMOA and VMOA refer-
ence images that have been calibrated to the OGLE-III I and V system. The
data points plotted in black are the V–I and I values taken directly from the
OGLE-III catalogue. The magenta coloured box shows those stars used to
measure the red clump giant centroid shown by the red point. The green
point shows the measured magnitude and colour of the event source star as
derived from the best-fitting wide binary model described in the text.
3.3 Observed source star properties
The source star fluxes are measured as scaling parameters when
determining the best-fitting microlensing magnification profile.
Though sparsely sampled, the MOA VMOA measurements cover
parts of the light curve where the source star is magnified al-
lowing a measurement of the source star flux in this passband.
For the MOA data, we derive an instrumental source star mag-
nitude of RMOA = −8.226 ± 0.001 and an instrumental colour
VMOA − RMOA = 1.457 ± 0.018. The MOA instrumental colour
is in good agreement with the model-independent value presented
in the previous section. Using our instrumental calibration from
Section 3.1, the apparent source star magnitude and colour in the
OGLE-III system is
Isrc = 19.581 ± 0.001
(V − I )|src = 2.113 ± 0.020
From our measurements of the red clump in Section 3.1, the ex-
tinction corrected and dereddened source star magnitude and colour
is
Isrc,0 = 17.819 ± 0.018
(V − I )|src,0 = 0.705 ± 0.022
An OGLE-independent determination of the dereddened colour
based on OGLE-IV photometry yields (V − I)0 = 0.67 ± 0.03. This
is consistent with MOA result. In Fig. 5, we plot a IOGLE-III ver-
sus(V − I)OGLE-III colour–magnitude diagram for MOA and OGLE
measurements of resolved stars together with the above source star
measurements. The position of the source star magnitude and colour
measurements is well below the red clump and sub giant regions.
Main sequence stars could not be resolved in our DOPHOT mea-
surements of the reference images. However, we can compare our
(V − I, I)|src,0 measurement with the colour–magnitude diagram
of main-sequence stars of Holtzman et al. (1998) based on the
HST observations of Baade’s window. After allowing for extinc-
tion and reddening based on the red clump measurements of the
HST data (Bennett et al. 2008), our measurements of the source star
MNRAS 469, 2434–2440 (2017)
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Table 3. Estimated lens parameters derived from a Bayesian analysis. The mode is the value of the parameter
that maximizes the value of the associated likelihood function. The median is the value that divides the likelihood
function into two parts of equal area. The upper and lower limits correspond to 68 per cent and 99.7 per cent
confidence levels.
Parameter Mode Median 68 per cent Limits 99.7 per cent Limits Units
lower upper lower upper
Mplanet 2.74 5.10 2.25 10.6 0.25 22.3 MEarth
Mhost 0.19 0.37 0.16 0.75 0.02 1.29 M
a3D (close) 1.77 1.98 1.60 3.02 0.57 12.4 au
a3D (wide) 1.93 2.15 1.73 3.28 0.61 13.6 au
Dlens 7.27 7.20 6.18 8.05 2.01 9.71 kpc
magnitude and colour are placed well within the main-sequence star
distribution. Using table 1 of Bessell et al. (1998) for log g = 4.5,
our value for (V − I)|src,0 implies an effective temperature of 5820 K
– not too dissimilar to value of 5770 K for the Sun. We conclude
that the source star in this event is a Solar-like star.
These measurements can be used to calculate the angular source
star radius, θ src using the follow relation involving the apparent
magnitude and colours in the OGLE-III system (Boyajian, van Belle
& von Braun 2014; Fukui et al. 2015)
log 2θsrc = 0.5014 + 0.4197(V − I ) − 0.2I
This gives θ src = 0.856 ± 0.019 µas.
3.4 Estimation of lens system parameters
For a number of events, it is possible to detect microlensing parallax
as the Earth moves on its orbit, and then derive measurements of the
absolute masses of the lens system components together with the
distance to the lens. The microlensing Einstein ring crossing time-
scale of around 10 d is too small to allow a detection of parallax.
Following the approach of (Bennett et al. 2008) we employ stan-
dard Bayesian techniques to estimate the parameters in the lensing
system. To derive distributions of lens distances and velocities we
use a Galactic model comprising a double-exponential disc (Reid,
Gizis & Hawley 2002) and a bar model from (Han & Gould 1995).
We constrain the mass of the lens and its distance to one relation by
a measurement of the angular radius of the Einstein ring. From the
microlensing parameters in Section 2 and the source star angular
size measurement from Section 3.2, we have
θE = θsrc tE
t∗
= 0.261 ± 0.020 mas
We make the assumption that planets are equally likely around
stars regardless of the planet mass, and the mass of the host star and
its distance. We further assume that the planetary orbital planes have
random and uniform orientations. In Table 3, we list our estimations
of the planet and host star mass, the 3D orbital separation, and the
distance to the planetary system. As the characteristic measurement
we take the value that maximizes its respective likelihood function.
Also provided are the upper and lower limits at the 68 per cent
and 99.7 per cent confidence levels. We see very little difference in
the estimated values of the parameters when comparing the close
and wide models. Even the values for the orbital separation are
effectively in agreement. Qualitatively, we have a planet at around
∼1.8 au from its host star that could be just within or just outside the
Einstein ring. In Table 3, we present the averages of their respective
close and wide values.
4 D I SCUSSI ON
The planet ob161195Lb has the lowest mass ratio, measured to
date, amongst microlensing planets that orbit a single star without
any binary companions. The closest contender is the planet in the
binary system OGLE-2013-BLG-0341L (Gould et al. 2014), as-
suming that the wide binary model, rather than the circumbinary
model, is correct for that event. This planet is the sixth microlens
planet with a sub-10−4 mass ratio – the others being OGLE-2013-
BLG-0341LBb, OGLE 2005–BLG–390Lb (Beaulieu et al. 2006),
OGLE 2005–BLG–169Lb (Gould et al. 2006; Bennett et al. 2015;
Batista et al. 2015), OGLE-2007-BLG-368Lb (Sumi et al. 2010)
and MOA 2009–BLG-266Lb (Muraki et al. 2011).
Because the planetary mass ratio is measured in all planetary
microlensing detections, the statistical properties of the planetary
systems probed by microlensing are most easily described in terms
of the mass ratio. A recent statistical analysis of the planetary signals
detected by the MOA survey from 2007 through 2012 (Suzuki et al.
2016) was able to identify a power-law break in the mass ratio
function based on 23 planets from the MOA survey and 7 additional
planets from previous analyses (Gould et al. 2010; Cassan et al.
2012). Due to the lack of detected planets with mass ratios lower
than q = 3 × 10−5, the precise location of this break is somewhat
uncertain, at qbreak = 6.7 +9.0−1.8 × 10−5. Thus, the newly discovered
planet, ob161195Lb, is close to the mass ratio function break, and
it does not provide a strong constraint on the behaviour of the mass
ratio function below the break. It is likely to be an example of the
most common type of planet that orbits beyond the snow line.
Although the MOA observational cadence was increased just
after the planetary perturbation was noticed, this planet can be
regarded as a near ‘blind survey only’ detection where the plan-
etary signal was noticed after the fact. This contrasts with the
classic ‘follow-up mode’ where a real-time alert of either a high
magnification or planetary perturbation in progress results in sub-
sequent follow-up observations by other telescopes or the survey
telescope itself. It is expected that most planetary discoveries in
new generation microlensing projects KMTNet (Kim et al. 2016)
and WFIRST (Bennett et al. 2009) will be of the blind survey type.
Previous examples of these types of microlensing planet detec-
tions are the giant planets MOA 2011–BLG–322Lb (Shvartzvald
et al. 2014), MOA 2015–BLG–353Lb (Rattenbury et al. 2015), and
OGLE 2012–BLG–0950Lb (Koshimoto et al. 2017) and the rocky
planet MOA 2007–BLG–192 (Bennett et al. 2008).
Our statistical analysis in estimating the absolute parameters of
this planetary system, does not rule out the possibility of a super
Earth planet orbiting a Solar-like star just within the outer edge
of the liquid water habitable zone. For the proposed WFIRST mi-
crolensing survey, it is expected that a small, but not insignificant,
fraction of the microlensing planet yield will comprise planets in the
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habitable zone (Bennett et al. 2009). High-resolution follow-up ob-
servations by Keck reveal a possible supermassive planet within the
habitable zone of the low-mass star star in MOA 2011–BLG–293
(Batista et al. 2014).
However, it is more likely that ob161195Lb is a cold rocky super
Earth orbiting an M star. Qualitatively, there is little difference
between the close and wide solutions for the 3D orbital separation.
Both place the planet at ∼2 au that would place the planet beyond the
snowline, and habitable zone, of its M-star host. It is worth noting
that stellar insolation is not the only source of heating for a planet.
Internal heating, tidal friction (Baraffe, Chabrier & Barman 2010),
volcanism (Kaltenegger, Henning & Sasselov 2010) and radiogenic
heating (Frank, Meyer & Mojzsis 2014) can also contribute to the
heat budget of a planet to allow liquid water below the planet’s
surface. The extended sub-surface habitable zones could be more
than 10 times larger than the circumstellar habitable zones of stars
(McMahon, O’Malley-James & Parnell 2013). It is possible that
ob161195Lb is a rocky planet in this extended habitable zone.
It is therefore important to determine the absolute values for
planet mass, host star mass, and orbital separation in ob161195L.
Unfortunately, this event lies outside the fields of view of the recent
K2C9 survey (Henderson et al. 2016) so a parallax measurement
combining ground-based and Kepler observations is not possible
here. The 95 per cent upper limit on the mass estimation of the lens
star in 1.1M. This corresponds to an upper limit on the brightness
of the lens star of I  19.5. The best prospects for measuring the
physical properties of the planet would be to use follow-up high-
resolution imaging.
5 C O N C L U S I O N S
We have discovered a low-mass planet in the microlensing event
ob161195. This planet has the lowest mass ratio and lowest mass
fraction amongst microlensing planets so far detected. Although
the absolute masses of the lens system components could not be
measured, the measured mass ratio here is an important additional
data point in the so far limited sample of mass ratio measurements
below the newly discovered break at q ∼ 10−4.
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